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About This Game

In the woods not far from the city lies a school called the 'Miniature Garden.' In keeping with the school's name, an original
'Miniature Festival' is held there every three years. There’s a rumor that an unnatural death will befall someone on the night of

the festival. This year, as the sun sets, Yasunari and four other students find themselves trapped alone in the school on the night
of the festival. Is it just a mistake, or could the rumors be true?

Art by Korie Riko (Lump of Sugar)
Opening theme "Miniature Garden" performed by Kanade Nakoto (Lump of Sugar)

Voices:
Hidaka Rina (Komiya Rio)

Numakura Manami (Sakura Ayana)
Tokui Sora (Shibaya Sumika)

Kakihara Tetsuya (Orimoto Itsuki)

Features:

A mystery story with multiple endings

Fully voiced by leading voice actors
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Title: Miniature Garden
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
Fruitbat Factory
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Unfortunately I can not recommend this game, I thoroughly enjoyed Party Hard 1 and it's DLC but Party Hard 2 doesn't even
come close to the original.
The story is pretty decent in my opinion but doesn't play out well. It should be a simple "Man trying to find answers" story but it
turns into blowing up trucks, Killing street level drug dealers, Do this do that. Good story but not for this game.

Graphics are very well done, Lighting is pretty decent for a 2D+3D combo, Party goers textures are okay but don't really fit
most of the time. In my opinion they seem kinda out of place and recycled.

Gameplay was rough in the beginning, You couldn't even get past the motel mission due to some bug. Cops\/Party goers would
spot you through solid objects like walls, Buildings, boulders. Performance issues were present and I was running on a decent
computer. Some issues are still present but fixing them is probably out of the question due to how the Tycoon version was left.

The game seems rushed and all over the place, Sorta like a game from a competition between universities ya dig?

The DLC was very... Boring and short. All it did was show off the new characters, That's all it did. I'm not joking or forgetting a
single thing. No context to who these people were or how they knew each other. Literally a demo for new characters and a teaser
for the next DLC or game.

Final Tickle rating 1\/11

. I want to rebuild my own room and there is no option to resize the room, you can only choose the standard size of room.
And the design is not intuitive, so i am not recommend this game at this moment. A perfect example of what is wrong with a
large portion of the gaming industry. 8k to buy all the DLC, is that a joke. Buying the base game means you get 1% of the full
potential.. The Good:
-Fast learning curve.
-Tons of action and destruction.

The Bad:
-Short.
-Grinding through previous levels.. My kid adore this game love to see her laugh every time.. I got this game in a Humble
Bundle. It's a nice little retro R-Type shooter. It was fun for a few hours, but considering I was never a huge R-Type shooter fan,
I was done with it pretty quick.

Do you like R-Types? See it on sale? Get it.

But I'd pass.. best animation program I've tried so far. Very user friendly and has a nice IK character model that's easy to
animate.
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Driftmoon had a good UI that was basically flawless with how simple it is. There are more than a few of the big games that have
slight or small bugs with its UI but Driftmoon basically has none of them.
Without spoiling anything, Driftmoon had a good and relaxing story, maybe a little more climactic for the younger audience,
especially the RPG and item mechanics, but the story itself seemed to be rather good for all ages. Though, a bit predictable for
those who are seasoned in stories, plots, and can guess at what's to come. The story includes many amusing scenes or quests as
you come by them, though still for the younger audience it still made me laugh too.

Driftmoon is most likely worth the $17 (CAD) if you're up for a good adventure story, just don't expect any fancy graphics
from those $70 games to go along with it.. A very fun stealth game, that quickly ramps up the game mechanics to challenge you
gradually, with a great aesthetic and accompanying music (which reminded me a lot of No One Lives Forever). Recommended!.
Its okay but its meh. Interestinfg game though I've only played a few minutes. It's a simple but interesting kind of game. 10/10.
These last two packs have been better than some of the others, but it better not become a normal dating sim, because it kind of
seems like thats where the story is heading.. Oh my, this game is deffinitely an odd one. The levels are themed and remind one
of retro style level design where eventually you have to ask the question "Why am I here fighting a chalkboard eraser?" The
gameplay is simple but the challenge curve can be brutal. I was used to level systems that allow you to overpower yourself, but
playing this game on easy lets you know just how soft you've become with the big tittle games. I enjoy the game, but haven't
beaten it yet. Overall it's a great way to spend a few hours working up a furry before you relax kinda like dark souls and R-Type
combined.. Great game!It has a match 3 base but done different in a good way.Like the music and good graphics well done
developers.
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